Advanced Procurment Portal

Solution Summary

Advanced
Procurement Portal
US Federal Contractor Registration's (USFCR) Advanced Procurement Portal (APP) is a web-based contracting
management platform designed for government contractors. With this easy-to-use platform, you can find
opportunities with federal agencies, track prime contractor and contracting officer activity, and research your
competition.

OPPORTUNITY SEARCH CHALLENGES
User Difficulty

Static Features

Site Crashes

Learning Curve

Government-run sites and resources are infamous for
being difficult to use or outdated.

Government-run sites tend to crash when they are first
launched or due to an overwhelming amount of visitors.

Updates and improvements on government-run sites
are few and far between.

Businesses new to the federal marketplace might not
know the proper steps to bidding on a federal
contract.

INSIDE USFCR'S SOLUTION

With the APP, contractors can manage a wide array of vital government contracting tasks with one easy-to-use
platform.

SEARCH

Find opportunities
in your industry
with ease.

SAVE

Save your search
preferences to keep
receiving relevant
results.

AUTOMATE

Keep track of
opportunities with
updates emailed
directly to you.

BENEFITS

MANAGE

Keep track of
contracting officer
and prime
contractor activity.

User Friendliness

Updates

Reliability

Learning Center

At the core of APP's design is simplicity. Finding
opportunities is as easy as using your favorite
search engine.
When government systems go down or crash, you
can rely on APP to keep running.
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LEARN

Keep your skillset
and knowledge
sharp with the APP
Learning Center.

RESEARCH

Find information on
previously awarded
contracts and your
competitors.

With APP, you don't have to wait years for a much
needed system update. New and helpful features are
constantly being added.
USFCR's learning center has tutorials walking clients
through the steps of finding and bidding on contracts.

USFCR Webinars
USFCR Blog

